NRE FD / NRO FD Without Premature Withdrawal Facility – Renewal Request Form

To, ICICI Bank Ltd, The Branch Manager, Branch: ........................................................

Name of the Applicant/s: ...............................................................................................................................

Customer ID .................................................................................................................. Account Number: ............................................................................................................................

Contact No.: COUNTRY CODE + AREA CODE + NUMBER .......................................................... Mobile Number: COUNTRY CODE + NUMBER ............................................................................................................................

Email address* ...............................................................................................................................

1. Renewal of Fixed Deposits

Please renew my Fixed Deposit Account Number: ...............................................................................

Renewal Period (Refer to Point 5 of Notes): .......... (years) ...............(months) ...............(days)

Notes

1. The opening of Fixed Deposits is subject to availability of funds in the Account selected above.
2. Funds from an NRO Savings Account cannot be used to open an NRE Fixed Deposit.
3. Choice of FD Scheme

   If you choose the Traditional FD Option, the interest will be credited to your Savings Account.

   If you choose the Cumulative FD option, the interest will be reinvested into the deposit

4. The deposit can be opened in INR only. Minimum amount of deposit is INR 10 million.

5. Minimum tenure for NRE FD without Premature withdrawal facility is 1 year and maximum tenure is 10 years. Minimum tenure for traditional NRO FDs without premature withdrawal facility is 3 months and maximum tenure is 10 years. Minimum tenure for cumulative NRO FDs without premature withdrawal facility is 6 months and maximum tenure is 10 years.

6. The Fixed Deposit does not have premature withdrawal facility i.e. the Fixed Deposit cannot be closed by the depositor before expiry of the term of such deposit.

7. Such fixed deposit cannot be opened in auto renewal mode at the time of FD opening. Post opening of fixed deposit, customer will have an option to provide instructions to renew his fixed deposit within 30 days before maturity date of the deposit. At the time of giving instruction, fresh consent to be provided for clause of no premature withdrawal for such FDs.

8. Deposit Confirmation Advice will be sent to the registered E-mail id after 1 working day of FD booking

9. In case of a new relationship (new customer ID) fresh account opening process needs to be followed

Declaration

I/We are aware of the below terms and conditions governing NRE & NRO FDs without premature withdrawal facility and accept the same

• The Fixed Deposit does not have premature withdrawal facility i.e. the Fixed Deposit cannot be closed by the depositor before expiry of the term of such deposit.

• However, the Bank may allow premature withdrawal of these deposits in following exceptional circumstances: in the event of any direction from any statutory and/or regulatory authority or deceased claim settlement cases.

• In the event of premature withdrawal of these deposits under abovementioned exceptional circumstances, the Bank will not pay any interest on the principal amount of the deposit. Any interest credited or paid up to the date of such premature closure will be recovered from the deposit amount.

• Auto renewal facility is not available for such Fixed Deposits at time of opening of the Fixed Deposit account. The customer can give renewal instructions within 30 days before maturity date of such deposit.

• Interest rates and minimum deposit value are subject to change without prior notice. The policy of offering higher interest rates for NRE FD without premature withdrawal facility may be withdrawn by the bank without prior notice.

• I/ We agree that these terms and conditions (“Terms”) apply to fixed deposits without premature withdrawal facility, opened with ICICI Bank, as per the guidelines prescribed by Reserve Bank of India (RBI) in this regard from time to time ("Fixed Deposit"). These Terms shall be in addition to and not in derogation of the terms and conditions governing ICICI Bank Fixed Deposits available on www.icicibank.com ("Primary Terms"). In the event of any contradiction in the Terms and the Primary Terms, these Terms shall prevail.